Temporary Event Options

Handwashing Stations Must Include:
- Supply of warm, running water from container with spout or spigot
- Hand soap and paper towels
- Catch basin for waste water

Wastewater Disposal Must Include:
- A container for catching waste water
- A plan to dispose of waste water into a sanitary sewer, approved dump station, restroom or temporary toilet
  Waste water cannot be discharged onto the surface of the ground, into a waterway, or into a storm drain.

Warewashing Stations Must Include:
- Supply of warm water
- Three basins to wash, rinse, sanitize
- Dish detergent
- Sanitizer (chlorine or quaternary ammonium)
- Test strips

Complete hand washing and ware washing stations

Please remember, if you are using a hose to connect to an approved water supply, it must be a potable (food grade) water hose. The water supply must be from a municipal source or from a water source that has been tested, meets the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Standards, and approved by the Department.
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